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Until the 1980s, anti-drug education campaigns in the UK were rare. This article examines the reasons behind 

a policy shift that led to the introduction of mass media drug education in the mid 1980s. It focuses on two 

campaigns. ‘Heroin Screws You Up’ ran in England, and ‘Choose Life Not Drugs’ ran in Scotland. The campaigns 

were different in tone, with ‘Heroin Screws You Up’ making use of fear and ‘shock horror’ tactics, whereas ‘Choose 

Life Not Drugs’ attempted to deliver a more positive health message. ‘Heroin Screws You Up’ was criticised by 

many experts for its stigmatising approach. ‘Choose Life Not Drugs’ was more favourably received, but both 

campaigns ran into difficulties with the wider public. The messages of these campaigns were appropriated and 

deliberately subverted by some audiences. This historical policy analysis points towards a complex and nuanced 

relationship between drug education campaigns and their audiences, which raises wider questions about health 

education and its ‘publics’. 
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In April 1986, the cast of teen TV soap, Grange Hill , released a song

itled ‘Just say no’. The single reached number five in the charts and

emained in the Top 100 for five weeks. It delivered a clear anti-drug

se message, telling listeners to ‘just say no’ to drugs. The song built on

 recent storyline in which one of the characters, Zammo McGuire, be-

ame addicted to heroin. ‘Just say no’ also echoed American First Lady

ancy Reagan’s campaign of the same name, and an anti-drug use TV

dvertisement made by the Scottish Health Education Group in 1985.

he premise of such ‘just say no’ messages was that telling children and

oung people about the dangers of drugs would dissuade them from sub-

tance use. Like other health education programmes during the 1980s,

he intention behind drug education was to increase knowledge about

rugs, provoke behaviour change and encourage individuals to make

ealthier choices. The use of such campaigns to prevent drug use was,

owever, controversial. Health educators and experts on drug use had

ong advised against mass drug education efforts, for fear that these

ould have the opposite effect. Many authorities believed that drug

ducation campaigns would provide information about drugs to young

eople that they were previously unaware of, increasing the likelihood

hat they would take drugs. Concerns about the so-called ‘boomerang

ffect’ meant that there were very few anti-drug campaigns in Britain

ntil the 1980s ( Manning, 2013 ). 

This article explores the reasons behind the change in drug educa-

ion policy during the 1980s and examines two campaigns to tease out

ome wider issues around drug education and its publics. An increase

n heroin use and growing media attention meant that the government

anted to be seen to take action on drugs, leading to the introduc-

ion of mass-media campaigns, even though this went against expert
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dvice. The ‘Heroin Screws You Up’ campaign, which ran in England

rom 1985 until 1986 and the ‘Choose Life Not Drugs’ campaign which

an in Scotland over the same period, were very different in tone. The

Heroin Screws You Up’ campaign made use of fear and ‘shock horror’

actics; in contrast the ‘Choose Life Not Drugs’ campaign situated its anti-

rug message within a broader positive health agenda. ‘Heroin Screws

ou Up’ was widely criticised at the time, whereas ‘Choose Life Not

rugs’ was received more warmly, but both campaigns were open to

lternative readings and re-appropriation by their audiences. Anti-drug

se messages were interpreted in a variety of ways by different ‘publics’.

hese readings were shaped by the beliefs and behaviours of groups and

ndividuals, but also influenced by social structures, economic circum-

tances and political framings. 

To address such issues, this article focuses on some of the visual ma-

erials produced as part of these campaigns and how they were received.

uch an approach has provided a fruitful line of analysis for histori-

ns of other public health issues ( Cooter & Stein, 2010 ; Hand, 2017 ;

edcalf & Nunes, 2018 ). It is especially pertinent here for two reasons.

irstly, there is a lack of archival material relating to the development

f the anti-heroin campaigns and the strategies behind them. This is

ot that unusual; campaign materials may survive but documents re-

ating to their production often does not. Secondly, the visual materi-

ls facilitate an exploration of the relationship between intention and

eception, between public health actors and their publics. This is im-

ortant, as it broadens the focus away from the issue of whether or not

uch campaigns ‘work’. Since the late 1970s, health educators and their

aymasters questioned the effectiveness of their efforts in changing in-

ividual behaviour and generating healthier outcomes. A more recent

eta-analysis of health education campaigns suggests that whilst there

s evidence of some successes, especially around smoking, most only pro-

uce a moderate effect ( Wakefield, Loken & Hornik, 2010 ). That does
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ot mean however, that such campaigns are unworthy of study. A ‘failed’

ampaign can tell us as much, if not more, than a successful one. By

ooking at two such campaigns this article draws out a set of wider is-

ues about how these materials were read and interpreted by different

udiences, the relationship between experts and policy makers, and the

olitical and symbolic value of health education efforts even when these

o not achieve their putative goals. 

rug use and health education, 1960s–1980s 

Educating people about dangers to health had long been part of pub-

ic health practice, but this took on a new level of importance in the sec-

nd half of the twentieth century. As chronic disease linked to lifestyle

ecame the leading cause of morbidity and mortality, emphasis was

laced on informing people about health risks and persuading them to

hange their behaviour. Mass media health education campaigns were

ncreasingly common from the 1960s onwards. In 1964, the Cohen com-

ittee on health education recommended that greater use be made of

he mass media not only to provide health information, but also to

hange behaviour ( Ministry of Health, 1964 ). In the wake of the Co-

en committee the Health Education Council (HEC) was set up in 1968

n England and Wales, and the Scottish Health Education Group (SHEG)

n Scotland. Numerous campaigns on various issues were launched by

hese groups, on topics including obesity, alcohol and the dangers posed

y smoking ( Berridge, 2007 ; Berridge & Loughlin, 2005 ; Hand, 2020 ;

old, 2017 ). By the early 1980s, however, doubts about the ability of

uch campaigns to change behaviour and reduce harmful outcomes were

eginning to arise. An editorial published in the British Medical Journal

n 1982 argued that the HEC had achieved little ( Anon, 1982 ). Some

ealth educators stressed the importance of social context and rejected

 sole focus on individual behaviour change ( Rodmell & Watt, 1986 ).

n the UK and at the global level, a wider focus on ‘health promotion’,

ather than simply ‘health education’ was put forward ( Duncan, 2013 ;

ickbusch, 2003 ). This encompassed the environmental, social and eco-

omic determinants of health and advocated for a set of policies that

ent beyond health education in order to improve public health. 

In addition to questions about the overall effectiveness of health ed-

cation campaigns, there were specific reasons why anti-drug use cam-

aigns had not been attempted in Britain. Manning argues that the lack

f drug education campaigns prior to the 1980s was rooted in the British

pproach to drugs which was primarily medical, unlike the US, which

ramed drug use in moral terms ( Manning, 2013 ). But there were more

rosaic elements at work too. Although cannabis and LSD use increased

uring the 1960s and 1970s, the use of ‘hard’ drugs like heroin and

ocaine was relatively rare. The number of what were called ‘known

eroin addicts’ (those who were notified to the Home Office) did not

xceed 2000 until the end of the 1970s ( Advisory Council on the Mis-

se of Drugs, 1983 ). There was also considerable professional opposi-

ion to drug education campaigns, from both health educators and drug

se experts alike. A leaflet on young people and drugs produced by the

EC and the Institute for the Study of Drug Dependence (ISDD) in 1975

as a rare exception, and even this was aimed primarily at parents. The

eaflet stated that ‘We know it is not any use talking at young people, nor

rying to scare them by depicting horrific consequences’ ( Institute for

he Study of Drug Dependence & Health Education Council, 1975 ). In-

eed, there was some evidence of substance awareness campaigns in

he US leading to an increase in drug use, the so-called ‘boomerang ef-

ect’ ( Haskins, 1979 ; Swisher, Crawford, Goldstein & Yura, 1971 ). In the

K, in 1979, the Central Office of Information (COI) echoed such fears

arning that an ‘ill-advised approach by feeding interest in drugs in the

rong way, may actually encourage experimentation’ ( Central Office of

nformation, 1979 , p. 17). 

However, when heroin use started to increase, the value of drug ed-

cation was re-evaluated. In 1977, there were 2016 ‘known heroin ad-

icts’, by 1982 there were 4371 ( Advisory Council on the Misuse of

rugs, 1983 ). In 1984, the government’s expert body on drugs, the Ad-
isory Council on the Misuse of Drugs (ACMD), examined the issue of

ealth education campaigns. They asserted that ‘education aimed specif-

cally at preventing drug misuse is not yet common because of the fear

hat it will promote experimentation’ ( Advisory Council on the Misuse of

rugs, 1984 , p. 20). The ACMD warned against ‘shock and horror’ tac-

ics, noting that campaigns ‘based on such measures on their own are

ikely to be ineffective or, at worst, positively harmful’ ( Advisory Coun-

il on the Misuse of Drugs, 1984 , pp. 35–36). The Council also raised

uestions about the whole premise of drug education, noting that ‘we

o not accept that educational programmes based only on the provision

f accurate factual information about drugs and their potential dangers

re sufficient to prevent drug misuse. It is now generally accepted that

nowledge of itself does not usually change attitudes, far less alter be-

aviour’ ( Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs, 1984 , p. 36). In-

tead, the ACMD argued that drug education was better placed within a

roader programme of health education messaging aimed at promoting

 healthy lifestyle – taking exercise, not smoking, eating a good diet,

nd so on. 

By the early 1980s, the rising number of people using heroin, and a

rowing moral and media panic around heroin use, made a health edu-

ation campaign politically expedient, even if it was not well-supported

mongst experts. In 1983 there were 5079 ‘known heroin addicts’, by

987 there were 10,389, with many thousands more going undetected.

t the same time, social and economic conditions facilitated the devel-

pment of problematic drug use and heightened the sense of fear that

urrounded this. Mass unemployment, particularly amongst young peo-

le, and high levels of deprivation were linked to rising levels of drug

se, especially in urban areas ( MacGregor, 1989 ). Popular and media

resentations of young people tended to portray them as either vulner-

ble or violent, perceptions that were strongly influenced by notions of

ace, ethnicity and class ( Connell, 2019 ; Peplow, 2019 ). Increasing drug

se amongst young people was one of a number of social problems that

emanded political and practical attention. 

eroin screws you up 

Given this context, it is unsurprising that the impetus for the ‘Heroin

crews You Up’ campaign came from government ministers. The De-

artment of Health and Social Security (DHSS) initially asked the HEC

f they would run an anti-heroin campaign. The HEC were reluctant, as

 specific education campaign to tackle drug use went against the ad-

ice of health educators and drug experts. The HEC also wanted time

o gather information and to develop materials, as well as additional

esources, but the government demanded swift action ( House of Com-

ons Social Services Select Committee, 1985 ). Instead, the DHSS turned

o the COI, the government’s official communications body, to run the

ampaign. The COI commissioned the advertising agency Yellowham-

er to develop the campaign, where it was designed by Sammy Harai,

ho went on to produce the famous AIDS education campaign featuring

 tombstone and the voice of John Hurt a few years later. 

In the absence of a full archival record, the strategy behind ‘Heroin

crews You Up’ can be gleaned from what was said about it at the time

nd from the materials themselves. A report on the campaign stated that

t was intended to ‘prevent further increases in the prevalence of drug

isuse, and ultimately to reduce its incidence, especially where heroin

s concerned’ ( Research Bureau International, 1986 ). According to the

onservative party health minister Ray Whitney, the aim of the cam-

aign was to influence and inform young people deemed to be ‘most

t risk’ ( Whitney, 1986 ). These were defined as: young people who had

een involved in the ‘misuse of other drugs but not heroin’; or who were

living in areas where heroin use prevailed’; where there were ‘adverse

ocial and economic circumstances’; or they had ‘friends using heroin’

 Andrew Irving Associates, 1986 ). The identification of the target audi-

nce was thus related to a particular construction of the population ‘at

isk’ that was rooted in wider social and economic issues. But, the mit-

gation of such risks was a task for the individual, not for government.
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s with other health education campaigns at the time, this was intended

o make those thought to be at risk or engaging in risky behaviours re-

ponsible for dealing with these ( Lupton, 1995 ). 

The ‘Heroin Screws You Up’ campaign consisted of two short TV

lms, a series of press and magazine advertisements, a poster and a

eaflet for parents. It ran from April 1985 to March 1986, and it cost

2 million. The magazine and newspaper advertisements were mostly

lack and white. This meant that they were cheaper to reproduce, but

he monotone colouring also exaggerated the dark message of the adver-

isements and the dangerousness of heroin. The advertisements featured

 mixture of male and female protagonists, all were young, and all were

hite. Each one of the different images had a similar look, but a slightly

ifferent emphasis, presumably designed to reach different audiences.

any of the images focused on the physical and mental consequences of

eroin use. In ‘Your mind isn’t the only thing heroin damages’ the viewer

s confronted with a black and white image of a young man seated in

 hunched over position. He appears to be pale, sweaty, dirty and has

pots on his skin. Superimposed on top of the image are seven text labels.

hese catalogue the physical effects of injecting drug use and addiction

o heroin, including skin infections, blood diseases, liver complaints and

mental problems.’ The text underneath the image offers a narrative of

rogressive decline and loss of control, from use to sickness and addic-

ion. Similar tropes were at work in other images from the campaign. In

At first he was sure he’d never become a heroin addict. Now he’s not

ure he’ll ever be anything else’ we find another pale and gaunt young

an, this time seated on a chair with his hand on his head in a seem-

ngly distraught manner. The text underneath states that ‘Take heroin

nd before long you’ll start looking ill, losing weight and feeling like

eath. So if you’re offered heroin, you know what to say. Heroin screws

ou up.’ [ Fig. 1 ] This message emphasises the apparent inevitability of

ddiction, even for those who are sure they can ‘handle it’. 

The theme of loss of control and progressive decline intersected with

ther tropes in ‘How much is heroin likely to cost you’. The advertise-

ent features a succession of images of the same young woman, moving

rom left to right across the page. In the first image she appears healthy

nd confident, with her hand on her hip and looking directly into the

amera. In the second image, she is standing but looking downwards.

n the third image, the woman is seated on a chair, her hair appears to

e greasy and she has dark circles around her eyes. In the final image

he is seated on the floor, hunched over with a hand pulling at her hair.

uperimposed on top of each image is a short text label indicating what

eroin will cost the user: ‘It’ll cost you your friends’, ‘Your looks’, ‘Your

ossessions’ and ‘Your health’. The text underneath the image echoes the

arrative of progressive decline, but also emphasises the price of heroin

se in relation to the loss of possessions, as well as the danger to health.

How much will heroin cost you’, and ‘Skin care by heroin’ were clearly

argeted at young women, denoted by the images of women and the fact

hat unlike the ones targeted at young men, these advertisements placed

reater emphasis on the risk heroin use posed to physical appearance,

n issue presumably thought to be of more appeal to women. The gen-

ered dimensions of this campaign also sat alongside an emphasis on the

ffect heroin might have on a teenagers’ possessions and their ability to

cquire new ones. Such tactics were representative of the place of the

eenager (itself a relatively new construction) in a burgeoning consumer

ociety. 

The dark tone of the campaign and its consumerist framing influ-

nced the ways in which it was received. The campaign was evaluated

or the DHSS and the COI by two commercial market research compa-

ies. One agency carried out a quantitative study. They surveyed 700

oung people aged between 13 and 20, both before and after the cam-

aign. The agency found that 95% of respondents had heard of the cam-

aign. Moreover, the survey suggested that there was significant change

fter the campaign in relation to awareness about the health risks asso-

iated with heroin use. Respondents reported being less likely to take

eroin if offered it by a friend after having seen the campaign. This was

he case with even with those deemed most ‘at risk’. The campaign ap-
eared to have reached its target group, but the reception of its message

as more problematic. The survey noted an increased belief that death

as an inevitable consequence of heroin usage ( Research Bureau Inter-

ational, 1986 ). This was erroneous, but it was perhaps not surprising

hat respondents believed this, given the tone of the campaign. 

A qualitative study, based on focus groups and in-depth interviews,

ug more deeply into the attitudes, beliefs and behaviours of the target

udience. This also found high levels of recall of the campaign and its

essage, especially with those thought to be most ‘at risk’ from using

eroin. The evaluators asserted that the campaign had fostered and re-

nforced negative attitudes and beliefs about heroin misuse across the

ample. They also pointed to an apparent increased confidence amongst

hat the report called heroin ‘rejectors’ by providing them with more

nformation about the downsides of using the drug. However, the re-

ort also sounded notes of caution. Some of those most ‘at risk’ (people

ho knew someone who already used drugs) were less likely to say that

eroin was more dangerous than cannabis after the campaign than be-

ore it. The authors also felt that ‘the current commercials and press

dvertisements show signs of wear out: if young people become bored

ith the executions, they may begin to become more resistant to and

eact against the message.’ The effects of the campaign were likely to

e short-term, and ‘long-term effects might be less favourable unless fu-

ure activity is handled with care and is both sensitive and responsive

o the changing attitudes amongst young people’ ( Andrew Irving Asso-

iates, 1986 ). 

Notwithstanding these warnings, the campaign’s paymasters ap-

eared happy with the results. Health minister Whitney pointed to the

igh levels of recall amongst respondents and the suggestion that atti-

udes towards heroin were more cautious amongst some young people

fter the campaign as a sign of its success. He asserted that although un-

ealistic claims for the effect of the campaign should not be made, the

esults were ‘encouraging’ ( Whitney, 1986 ). Yet the campaign was crit-

cised by those working in the drugs field, the wider media and even an

nternal DHSS review. Questions were raised about the methods used

n the evaluation of the campaign, with a number of critics pointing

o the small sample size. This mattered especially in relation to the

ssertion that a change in attitudes had occurred after the campaign

 DHSS, n.d. ). But it was the campaign itself that provoked the most ire.

ome critics saw the use of fear tactics to scare young people into not us-

ng drugs as something which could increase the stigmatisation around

rugs and drug users, but also that such images would not be credible to

hose more familiar with drugs ( Rhodes, 1990 ). Others felt that the cam-

aigns were too broadly targeted, unlikely to achieve behaviour change,

hat attitudes towards drugs were influenced by a range of other media,

nd embedded within broader cultural and social structures and values

 Hansen, 1985 ; Power, 1989 ; Woodcock, 1986 ). More worryingly, scare

actics might have encouraged young people to use drugs as an act of

ebellion ( Falk-Whynes, 1991 ). 

It is impossible to know if the ‘Heroin Screws You Up’ campaign led

o an increase in drug use, but there is evidence to suggest that some

oung people deliberately appropriated the campaign and its imagery.

here were numerous accounts of teenagers taking the poster or the

agazine and newspaper advertisements and putting them up on their

edroom walls, not in support of the message, but in an ironic commen-

ary on it ( Ashton, 2002 , p. 137). In 1989, Barry Sheerman (Labour MP

or Huddersfield East) told the House of Commons that ‘The rather effete

oung man in the heroin posters became a pin-up for some young girls.’

onservative Health Minister David Mellor responded that this was an

llegation that had never been proven ( House of Commons, 1989 ). Ir-

espective of the extent to which this happened the imagery the cam-

aign featured was clearly open to wider cultural appropriation or re-

ppropriation. This is an example of the ‘polysemic’ nature of ‘texts’: that

hese can be read in multiple ways, some of which may be in direct op-

osition to that which the creators intended ( Miller, Kitzinger, Williams,

 Beharrell, 1998 , pp. 210–211). In the case of ‘Heroin Screws You Up’,

his went beyond the immediate context of the campaign. In the mid-
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Fig. 1. ‘At first he was sure he’d never become a heroin ad- 

dict’. Department of Health and Social Security and the Central 

Office of Information 1985. 
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990s, androgynous models began to appear on catwalks and in maga-

ines with emaciated features, pale skin and dark circles underneath the

yes. This look was branded ‘heroin chic’ ( Arnold, 1999 ; Harold, 1999 ;

ickman, 2002 ). Visually, there were many common tropes with those

ortrayed in the ‘Heroin Screws You Up’ campaign. Whilst there were

 whole host of other elements behind the creation of ‘heroin chic’, the

imilarity between this look and the health education campaign high-

ights the fact that imagery created for one purpose in one context is not

wned by any one group or fit for one purpose. 

hoose life not drugs 

The multiple meanings of drug education messages was not confined

o the ‘Heroin Screws You Up Campaign’. Although the Scottish Health

ducation Group’s (SHEG) 1984–85 campaign, ‘Choose Life Not Drugs’,

as very different in tone, its public reception was also problematic.

HEG were instructed to mount an anti-drug use campaign by the Scot-

ish Office, and although they were reluctant to do so, they agreed as

ong as it could be located within their existing work which promoted

ositive health ( Davies, 1988 ; Whitehead, 1989 ). The campaign, which
ost £350,000, was launched in March 1985 ( Jagger, 1986 ). Like ‘Heroin

crews You Up’, it consisted of TV advertisements and magazine and

ewspaper inserts. The tone and style of the material, however, was

ery different. The four TV advertisements were built around positive

essages, including ‘Be All You Can Be’, ‘Choose Life Not Drugs’ and

Just Say No’. They were made in the style of a ‘pop video’ and em-

hasised building young people’s self-esteem ( Whitehead, 1989 ). Ac-

ording to Jagger, the ‘Choose Life Not Drugs’ film was based on a

ecision making model, where individuals were confronted with sit-

ations where they might be encouraged to use drugs, such as peer

roup pressure, but they chose to respond ‘positively’ ( Jagger, 1986 ).

aymond suggested that the film promoted the notion that young peo-

le could make their own decisions despite socio-economic constraints

 Raymond, 1989 ). The magazine advertisement echoed the message

bout the ability to make positive choices. The advertisement was ti-

led ‘You’ve got the choice. Choose life not drugs. Be all you can be’. It

isplayed a photograph of a smiling youth on one side of the picture,

nd two less-happy looking young men on the other side. Arrows mov-

ng between the two images suggested the correct direction of travel:

aking the ‘right’ choices resulted in happiness and well-being [ Fig. 2 ].
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Fig. 2. Choose Life Not Drugs 

Scottish Health Education Group, 1985. 
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a  
The SHEG campaign material was an explicit rejection of the ‘shock

orror’ tactics deployed in ‘Heroin Screws You Up’. The difference in

one between the campaigns was not a reflection of the different health

ystems in Scotland and England, but rather a result of the fact that

ealth educators ran the ‘Choose Life’ campaign, whereas the ‘Heroin

crews You Up’ campaign was designed by a professional advertising

gency at the behest of the COI. Given the fact that the ‘Choose Life’

ampaign was designed by health educators it is no surprise that it was

eceived more warmly by health educators than the ‘Heroin Screws You

p’ campaign. ‘Choose Life’ was even praised at a World Conference

n Health Education in 1985 ( Coyle, 2008 , p. 212). Yet, surveys of re-

pondents pointed to some issues with the campaign’s impact and in-

erpretation. Awareness of the campaign was high. A survey conducted

y the Advertising Research Unit at the University of Strathclyde found

hat 67% of 13–16-year olds, and 77% of 17–20-year olds, had heard of

he campaign. Nearly all of the respondents felt that it promoted pos-

tive alternatives to drugs, but a third of those surveyed believed that

he campaign treated the issue too light-heartedly. More significantly, a

uarter of the sample thought that the campaign was ‘out of touch with

eality’, and a quarter of working class and unemployed teenagers saw

t as ‘just a pretence’ ( Davies, 1988 , p. 24). An especially problematic

lement was the framing of drug use as a ‘choice’. The ‘choose life’ mes-

age was open to a range of different interpretations and readings, some

f which ran counter to that which was originally intended. 

Indeed, the ‘choose life’ slogan already had another set of connota-

ions. ‘Choose life’ was emblazoned across numerous t-shirts throughout

he 1980s. These were launched in 1983 by the fashion designer Kather-

ne Hamnett. She said that ‘Choose life’ was inspired by a Buddhist ex-
ression, and was one of number of political messages put on t-shirts by

amnett, but the ‘Choose life’ t-shirts were particularly popular – espe-

ially after they were worn by pop group Wham. A more direct inversion

f the ‘choose life’ message in relation to drugs appeared a few years af-

er the campaign. In the 1993 book, and 1996 film, Trainspotting , the

entral character, Mark Renton, a heroin user, delivers a soliloquy on

he hollowness of ‘choosing life’ and how he chose not to choose life, but

hose heroin instead. Irvine Welsh, the author of the book, deliberately

nverted the ‘choose life not drugs’ message of the 1985 campaign to say

recisely the opposite. In the 2017 film sequel, Trainspotting 2 , Renton

ven says as much when a new character asks him what ‘choose life’

eans: He says, ‘"Choose life" was a well-meaning slogan from a 1980s

ntidrug campaign. And we used to add things to it’ ( Hodge, 2017 ). 

Renton, of course, was not alone in choosing not to choose life. In-

eed, large sections of the public appeared to be reluctant to make the

ealthy choices that they were being exhorted, encouraged or cajoled

owards. A key piece of research was conducted in South Wales in the

id-1980s. In an evaluation of a health promotion campaign intended to

nform the public about the risks of developing heart disease, researchers

ound that beliefs about heart disease and risk were made up of a mix-

ure of official messages interwoven with ideas derived from the mass

edia and the experiences of friends and family. Indeed, these were

rucial to how people understood risk and thus how they responded

o health education campaigns. The team noted that: ‘[ a ]n aged and

ealthy friend, acquaintance or relative – an “Uncle Norman ” – who

as smoked heavily for years, eats a diet rich in cream cakes and chips

nd/or drinks ‘like a fish’ is a real or imagined part of many social net-

orks … A single Uncle Norman, it seems, may be worth an entire vol-

me of medical statistics and several million pounds of official advertis-

ng’ ( Davison, 1989 ). Uncle Norman, and a degree of fatalism about the

nevitability of sickness and death, allowed people to continue to behave

n ways that they knew had negative health consequences. Some mem-

ers of the public could resist health promotion messages when these

id not chime with their lived experiences or ran counter to other kinds

f desires. If healthy living could be framed as a choice, then so was

nhealthy living ( Lupton, 1995 ). 

Other research at the time and since called into question the lan-

uage of choice in such settings. Were unhealthy behaviours really

hoices? If so, what factors shaped them? Looking at why the pub-

ic continued to make unhealthy choices exposed a range of reasons,

oth individual and structural. In a now classic study of young moth-

rs who smoked, sociologist Hilary Graham found that for the women

he spoke to, smoking was a way of coping with poverty and the de-

ands of motherhood ( Graham, 1987 ). Smoking, as was increasingly

bvious by the 1980s, was strongly correlated with socioeconomic sta-

us, with the poorest in society the most likely to smoke. Other kinds

f negative health behaviours, from obesity to drug taking, often fol-

owed a similar pattern ( Daniel et al., 2009 ; McLaren, 2007 ). The rea-

ons for this are complex, but at the very least this problematises the no-

ion of choice. The ability to make choices is even further undermined

n situations where there may be an element of dependence involved

 Brook, 2010 ). The persistence of behaviour-related public health prob-

ems cannot simply be ascribed to individual choice ( Cornell & Mil-

er, 1996 ; Mayes, 2015 ; Petersen, Davis, Fraser & Lindsay, 2010 ). Such

choices’ were shaped by factors beyond the control of the individual. 

onclusion 

Considering the role of social, political and environmental structures

n shaping individual behaviours highlights the importance of placing

rug education campaigns and the response to these in context. This his-

orical policy analysis has pointed to the contested origins of the ‘Heroin

crews You Up’ and ‘Choose Life Not Drugs’ campaigns. Both were intro-

uced primarily as a reaction to rising heroin use and the need to be seen

o take action. Health educators and experts on drug use were largely

gainst these campaigns. Many of their fears were realised in the recep-
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ion of the campaigns. This was especially the case with ‘Heroin Screws

ou Up’, where the ‘shock and horror’ approach added to the stigma-

isation of drugs and drug users. Although the ‘Choose Life Not Drugs’

ampaign was more positive in tone, and somewhat more in line with the

iews of health educators at the time, the ambivalent reaction of some

udiences pointed to a wider disconnect between the message and those

upposed to be receiving it. Indeed, the re-appropriation of imagery and

ext from both campaigns and its re-purposing in a variety of ways de-

otes a dynamic relationship between public health messages and their

publics’ ( Mold, Clark, Millward & Payling, 2019 ). Such publics were

ot merely passive recipients. They could do much more than either ac-

ept or reject the message: they could actively re-interpret it so that it

ame to acquire a new set of meanings, sometimes in direct opposition

o the original. This operated not just in relation to the campaign ma-

erials, but also to the broader underpinning concept of choice. ‘Choice’

as inevitably constrained by circumstance, but this did not mean that

ndividuals lacked agency. It was possible to make ‘unhealthy’ choices,

o choose the ‘wrong’ things. 

‘Heroin Screws You Up’ and ‘Choose Life’ may not have ‘worked’ in

he sense that they failed to achieve lasting behaviour change or pre-

ented many young people from using drugs, but they ‘worked’ as a

ay to demonstrate to a wider public that the government was tak-

ng action to deal with drug use. This narrative could be turned on its

ead by some viewers, and the campaigns also ‘worked’ as a way to

oice teenage rebellion. This was then further appropriated by fashion

esigners, novelists and film makers. Not all of this was foreseen by

ealth educators at the time, but they did caution against such efforts

or fear that these would backfire. Politicians ignored expert advice as

hey had other objectives in mind. This was not necessarily ‘wrong’,

s policymakers must balance a range of issues and interests, but it

oes highlight a distinction between expert advice and policy objec-

ives. In the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic, the relationship between

oliticians, policy makers, experts and health education messaging has

ome in for renewed scrutiny. This historical analysis thus serves as a

seful reminder not only that mass media health education campaigns

re fraught with difficulty, but also that these can throw light on a

roader set of issues about values, the role of experts in policy making

nd practice, and the complex relations between government and the

overned. 
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